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Angry head ball 2

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Join millions of players in one of the most competitive multiplayer football games ever created. Experience the thrill of fast-paced multiplayer online matches! Compete against other players in real time in your league and play to claim your place at the top of the ladder. Challenge your friends in real time! Get social by linking
your Facebook account and play the most exciting game of football with your friends, show them who's the best! You also set up your own team and get different rewards if you win matches! Take control of your football career progress through the unique career mode to unlock special bonuses, characters and accessories. As you progress, rewards become increasingly difficult to
obtain, do you have what is needed? Upgrade your character to become a champion! Stand out from the crowd by choosing from hundreds of accessories to find your unique combination. Improve your characters' abilities to dominate the field. Continue unlocking new characters and cosmetic rewards and upgrade your favorite characters. Spice Things Up with different
superpowers! Unlock 18 different superpowers and use them at the right time to surprise your opponent. Your opponents can also counter you with superpowers! Gather fans and unlock new stadiums Increase your fan base by winning supporters after each win. Unlock new stadiums to suit your ever-growing supporters. Travel through 10 different stadiums as you walk to glory!
It's more fun with Daily Missions! Come back and complete different missions to get the big reward every day. Characteristics; -Online football matches against real players around the world.-5 competitive leagues with 15 brackets to play through.-Dynamic &amp; exciting online gameplay with heady graphics.-Upgrade your character, equip them with cool accessories and give
them special powers. -New characters, items and events added constantly!-Card packs to collect items and characters. -Facebook connection to play and collaborate with friends.-Daily missions to get more fun and rewards! Download Head Ball 2 to experience the thrill of the competition and compete against millions! Important! Head Ball 2 is free to download and play, but there
are a number of items in the game that can be purchased for real money. Turn off in-app purchases in your device's settings if you don't want this feature. A network connection is required to play. 202012020ー Version 1.153 -As always, tons of bugs have been fixed and the game is optimized for a better Head Ball 2 experience! Super TOP game and funny! Or, what this problem
is, watch free video and try it again video ... round and no free video :( Hey. Love this game so much. I don't play games very often and I've never written a game review. Not at all. But I care about this game because I like it and I had tough times going through the first week of playing. I thought it was game that you just couldn't beat the computer, or other (I don't know who I'm
playing against). I just found it impossible to win a game. So I suggest to improve it in some way. I was really going to delete the game. But then it got better. I think it was kind of unrealistic. Thank you. Want to have fun? Do you want to relax and enjoy a good game after a long day? Then stay away from this game. This game is cancer! Many bugs, absolutely manipulative it like to
pair you with higher power players, so you end up frustrated angry and dishonest!!! I have to spend a good amount of money on this game, buying even the best character, but still the profit rate is completely controlled by the game. Stay away! The developer, MASOMO LIMITED, has indicated that the app's privacy practices may include data processing as described below. For
more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following information can be used to track you in apps and websites owned by other companies: The following information may be collected and linked to your identity: The following information may be collected, but it is not linked to your identity: Privacy practices for IDs usage data may vary based on, for example, the
features you use or your age. Learn More Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy 1.150 November 30, 2020 -Chance to create a Level 6 Legendary Character in the Scratch and the Player of the Match-Halloween special splash screen game theme-As always tons of bugs have been fixed and game is optimized for a better Head Ball 2 experience! 1.149 November 19,
2020 -Chance to get a Level 6 Legendary Character in the Scratch and Match-Halloween Special Plofton-Player special theme as always tons of bugs are fixed and play is optimized for a better Cup Ball 2 experience! 1.148 November 13, 2020 -Chance to get a Level 6 Legendary Character in the Scratch and Match-Halloween Special Plofton-Player special theme as always tons
of bugs are fixed and play is optimized for a better Cup Ball 2 experience! 1.147 November 6, 2020 -Chance to have a Level 6 Legendary Character in the Scratch and Match-Halloween Special Splash Screen Special Screen Theme-As Always Tons of Bugs are fixed and game is optimized for a better Cup Ball 2 experience! 1.146 November 4, 2020 -Chance to have a Level 6
Legendary Character in the Scratch and Match-Halloween Special Splash Screen Special Screen Theme-As Always Tons of Bugs are fixed and game is optimized for a better Cup Ball 2 experience! 1.144 October 22, 2020 -Chance to find a Level 6 Legendary Character in the Scratch and the Player of the Match-Halloween special splash screen game theme-As always tons of
bugs have been fixed Game is optimized for a better Head Ball 2 experience! 1.143 October 13, 2020 Cheaper prices in Diamond PacksNew autumn-themed welcome screenAs always tons of bugs have been fixed and the game is optimized for a better Head Ball 2 experience! 1.140 28 September 2020 -Now there are 2 new To win surprise prizes-New Golden Packages
available in the store-As always tons of bugs are fixed and the game is optimized for a better Head Ball 2 experience! 1.138 September 16, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.136 2 September 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.135 August 28, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.134 August 24, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.133 August 11, 2020 - Bug fixes and
optimizations. 1.132 August 10, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.130 July 22, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.129 July 13, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.127 May 31, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.126 May 28, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. May 125, 19, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.124 May 13, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.123
April 30, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.121 April 11, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.119 19 March 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.117 25 February 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.116 17 February 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.114 3, 2020 Player of the Match improvements- If you link to the server, your rewards will be automatically sent to Inbox.-
Jackpot step improvements including better rewards and visuals.- Rewards can now be collected in one go.- Player of The Match exclusive rewards are coming! General improvements and bug fixes- Fixed an issue where the game was crashing while opening card packages.- Increased-chance card packages changed into guaranteed card packages for certain character cards.
1.112 January 21, 2020 - Bug fixes and optimizations. December 111, 23, 2019 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.110 17 December 2019 - Bugfixes and optimizations. December 109, 2019 - Bugfixes and optimizations. 1.107 November 26, 2019 - Bug fixes and optimizations. 1.105 November 20, 2019 - Bug fixes and optimizations. July 1.93, 2019 - Added the option to replay
Career Matches by watching video ads up to a certain number of times.- Now you can see other players' Career Mode fan boost on their profile page.- New Daily Diamond Pack is here! Go to the Store and check out this super discounted diamond offer!- Too long wait for video ads to load? Now it's faster than ever to claim rewards from watching video ads. Reddit:
headball2officialFacebook: headball2 1.93 July 12, 2019 - Added the option to replay Career matches by watching video ads up to a certain times.- Now you can see other players' Career Mode fan boost on their profile page.- New Daily Diamond Pack is here! Go to the Store and check out this super discounted diamond offer!- Too long wait for video ads to load? Now it's faster
than ever to claim rewards from watching video ads. Reddit: headball2officialFacebook: headball2 1.92 June 8, 2019 - Career Mode: Collect characters and accessories, progress in career mode and unlock two characters and +500% Fan Boost. It will be live very soon. Don't forget to check in-game announcements!- Brand new Animated Characters: Be the first to play with
animated characters! Stay informed until they become visible in the game.- New Daily Rewards Events: Collect great rewards in these new events. They are limited time and not visible all the time. So stay tuned until they appear. June 1.92, 2019 - Career Mode: Collect characters and accessories, advance in career mode and unlock two exclusive characters and +500% Fan
Boost. It will be live very soon. Don't forget to check in-game announcements!- Brand new Animated Characters: Be the first to play with animated characters! Stay informed until they become visible in the game.- New Daily Rewards Events: Collect great rewards in these new events. They are limited time and not visible all the time. So stay tuned until they appear. June 1.92,
2019 - Career Mode: Collect characters and accessories, advance in career mode and unlock two exclusive characters and +500% Fan Boost. It will be live very soon. Don't forget to check in-game announcements!- Brand new Animated Characters: Be the first to play with animated characters! Stay informed until they become visible in the game.- New Daily Rewards Events:
Collect great rewards in these new events. They are limited time and not visible all the time. So stay tuned until they appear. June 1.92, 2019 - Career Mode: Collect characters and accessories, advance in career mode and unlock two exclusive characters and +500% Fan Boost. It will be live very soon. Don't forget to check in-game announcements!- Brand new Animated
Characters: Be the first to play with animated characters! Stay informed until they become visible in the game.- New Daily Rewards Events: Collect great rewards in these new events. They are limited time and not visible all the time. So stay tuned until they appear. June 1.91, 2019 - Career Mode: Collect characters and accessories, advance in career mode and unlock two
exclusive characters and +500% Fan Boost. It will be live very soon. Don't forget to check in-game announcements!- Brand new Animated Characters: Be the first to play with animated characters! Stay informed until they become visible in the game.- New Daily Rewards Events: Collect great rewards in these new events. They are limited time and not visible all the time. So stay
tuned until they appear. May 1.89, 2019 - Career Mode: Collect characters and accessories, advance in career mode and unlock two exclusive characters and +500% Fan Boost. It will be very live. Don't forget to check in-game announcements!- Brand new Animated Characters: Be the first to play with animated characters! Stay informed until they become visible in the game.-
New Daily Rewards Events: Collect great rewards in these new events. They are limited time and not visible all the time. So stay tuned until they appear. May 1.87, 2019 - Minor bug fixes and improvements. 1.86 April 30, 30, - Minor bug fixes and improvements. April 1.85, 2019 - Minor bug fixes and improvements. April 1.84, 2019 - Minor bug fixes and improvements. March 1.83,
2019 - Minor bug fixes and improvements. March 1.82, 2019 - Minor bug fixes and improvements. February 1.81, 2019 - Minor bug fixes and improvements. 1.80 1 February 2019 - The 'Equalize Character Powers' option has been added to Friendly Matches.- Minor bug fixes and improvements. January 13, 2019 - Minor bug fixes &amp; improvements. January 13, 2019 - Exciting
moments with the voice of legendary commentator John Motson!- Major improvements on the event section.- Small bug fixes and improvements.- Special (Emerald) section is removed from the store. Emerald products can now be found in other store sections.- New Year theme has been removed. January 13, 2019 - Exciting moments with the voice of legendary commentator
John Motson!- Major improvements on the event section.- Small bug fixes and improvements.- Special (Emerald) section is removed from the store. Emerald products can now be found in other store sections.- New Year theme has been removed. December 1.76, 2018 - Minor bug fixes &amp; improvements. December 1.75, 2018 - Minor bug fixes &amp; improvements. 1.74
November 30, 2018 - Minor bug fixes &amp; improvements. 1.73 November 22, 2018 - Minor bug fixes &amp; improvements. November 1.72, 2018 - Halloween theme has been added!- Minor bug fixes &amp; improvements. 1.71 October 26, 2018 - Halloween theme has been added!- Minor bug fixes &amp; improvements. 1.70 October 22, 2018 - Halloween theme has been
added!- Minor bug fixes &amp; improvements. Improvements.
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